iPhone/iPad Apps

You can use these apps or find others by using search terms from the descriptions. Lists of more smartphone apps can be found at App Reviews, Apps for Teachers, Bonnie's Fitware, PECentral, Phys.Ed.Review, SPARK(PE) Apps for Teachers, The PE Geek Apps.

iPad Accessories

- **JBL Flip 2**: Portable bluetooth speakers with rechargeable batteries.
- **Swivi**: It follows you as you move around and interact with others, stops to focus on whiteboards when needed and even scans rooms at your command to capture groups and whiteboards.
- **Tripod**: Use for music, stations, cues, and other visual aides.
- **VGA Adapter**: Allows you to connect your iPad to TVs.

Assessment

- **Athla Velocity**: A hands free speed radar using your phone.
- **Easy Assessment**: Easy Assessment a simple way to capture and assess performance in any context or situation.
- **eGrader**: This app makes it easy to calculate student grades (%s). Enter the number of points possible and it will give you a % for each score.
- **Groovy Grader**: This app makes it easy to calculate student grades (%s). Enter the number of points possible and it will give you a % for each score.
- **Seesaw**: Create student portfolios with this app.
- **SwipeStats**: Users can observe a match and capture actions including: number of passes complete, success rate of tackles, percentage possession, and custom actions.

Augmented Reality and Exergaming

- **Ballstrike**: Punch and kick balls on screen using the camera.
- **Bemi**: Run, slide and jump as you collect coins and overcome obstacles on your missions.
- **Bird Up!**: Birdie wants to see the sky but can’t remember how to fly! Could you help? Flap your arms to make Birdie flap.
- **BitBreaker**: Place down your device, take a few steps back and play the game with your body in this arcade inspired brick breaker. Step left or right to steer the paddle and jump for a power shot!
- **Dungeon Runner: Fitness Quest**: Turn your home workout into an old-school dungeon battle.
• **FitQuest Lite**: Powered by your own natural movements, jogging in place, hopping and ducking will get baby squirrel safely to the tree house.

• **Ingress**: Turns walking/running in real life into a roleplaying game.

• **Klikaklu Player**: Klikaklu is a photo hunt game that uses your phone’s GPS, camera, and advanced image matching technology.

• **NFL Play 60**: You run, jump, and turn WHILE HOLDING YOUR DEVICE and your character does the same. You move and your character moves on screen.

• **Runbit**: Run, Walk, Jog, Cycle to Collect stars, Escape monsters or Hunt animals on the map. Share, Compete and motivate friends to healthier lives.

• **Teemo: The Fitness Adventure Game**: Teemo is the game that turns spare minutes into fitness adventures!

• **The Walk**: App that is part fitness tracker, game, and story.

• **Zombies, Run!**: Turns walking/running in real life into a roleplaying game.

---

**Choosing Students and Forming Groups**

• **Class Cards**: You’ll see the name of the student to call upon at the top of the list and the names of the next four students to call upon below that. There’s even a holding area where you can move the name of any student who would like more time to develop a response.

• **Fixture Maker**: Create leagues with this application.

• **iLEAP**: Pick A Student is a simple app designed to help teachers pick students to help or participate in class. Choosing a student randomly will pick any student from the class, and using turn based selection every student will be picked before any student is picked again.

• **List Selector**: This app allows you to easily form groups.

• **Make My Groups**: This app allows you to easily form groups.

• **Teacher Tools – Who’s Next?**: This app allows you to call on students randomly and even create randomized work groups!

• **Team Shake**: Team Shake provides a friendly way to choose teams for board games, sporting events, tournaments, school projects, etc.

---

**Class Management**

• **Class Dojo**: ClassDojo helps teachers improve behavior in their classrooms quickly and easily. It also captures and generates data on behavior that teachers can share with parents and administrators.

• **Easy Attendance**: Easy Attendance provides a simple and intuitive interface that allows teachers and instructors to easily capture and archive attendance.

• **iRewardChart**: iRewardChart makes it easy to reward your children for good behavior and keep them motivated.

• **Remind**: Remind offers teachers a free, safe and easy-to-use way to instantly text students and parents.

• **TeacherKit**: Take attendance and track grades and behavior for your students. Set up a profile for each student that can even include information such as allergies. You can email parents and/or students directly from the app.
• **Teacher’s Aide**: You can use this app to take attendance, enter grades, create reports, and more.
• **Teacher’s Assistant**: Teacher’s Assistant Lite allows teachers to keep track of student actions, behavior, infractions, and achievements in the classroom.
• **Too Noisy Pro**: For the responsible adult it is like having a virtual assistant with you, constantly monitoring noise levels and letting the children know in a fun and engaging way if noise levels have reached an unacceptable level.

---

**Exercise**

• **BitGym**: BitGym upgrades your cardio machine with stunning interactive trails from around the world.
• **Fitnet**: Realize your goals with a convenient and personal fitness plan. Get off the couch or boost your training. 200+ free video fitness workouts with webcam scoring.
• **FitStar**: Transforms your iPad into a personal trainer, delivering a wide range of customized workouts that are as interesting and exciting as a video game.
• **FitStar Yoga**: This app has video lessons for Yoga.
• **iMuscle2**: iMuscle2 is a highly visual, 3D-based health and fitness app.
• **iWOD Fitness**: This simple app delivers a WOD Log, daily WOD's, CrossFit Timers, Paleo Recipes, CrossFit News and more...
• **JEFIT**: Designed to improve an individual's workout in the gym, ease of tracking body statistics, create custom workout routines, detailed exercise database, and two-way synchronization with online server to store information and keep logs of fitness progress.
• **MINDBODY**: Find and book local exercise programs.
• **Run Speeds**: App for runners wanting to know their distance, time, pace and speed quickly and log your workout details.
• **Simply Yoga**: This app has video lessons for Yoga.
• **Spring**: With Spring you run, walk or bike like you dance - to the beat of songs you love. Spring is like having a personal workout DJ with you when you exercise.
• **Sworkit**: Sworkit takes you through 5-60 minute circuit training workouts requiring no equipment. Just choose what part of the body to workout and for how long.
• **Super Stretch Yoga HD**: Super Stretch is a fun, interactive yoga app created for kids, used by the whole family!
• **WOD Deck of Cards**: This little gem will help you track and log your custom workout's records in a very easy way.
General Health and Safety

- **5-2-1-0 Kids!**: Designed to teach children 4-9 years old the 5-2-1-0 message, endorsed by the American Academy of Pediatrics. 5-2-1-0 means 5 or more fruits and vegetables, 2 hours or less of recreational screen time, 1 hour or more of physical activity, and 0 sugar-added drinks every day.
- **AFIT**: AFIT is a tool to help you learn about nutrition and physical activity as you track your progress each day. The main components are based on a motivational strategy for engagement in a healthy lifestyle.
- **BMI Calculator**: Calculates BMI.
- **Calorie Counter and Diet Tracker**: Lose weight with MyFitnessPal, the fastest and easiest to use calorie counter. With the largest food database of any calorie counter (over 2 million foods), and amazingly fast food and exercise entry, we’ll help you take those extra pounds off!
- **Cardiograph**: Cardiograph is an application which measures your heart rate. You can save your results for future reference, keep track of multiple people with individual profiles, add notes and locations, and even print out your measurements for sharing or safe keeping.
- **CDC Health IQ**: Challenge your Health IQ in this fun and educational health trivia app.
- **Concussion Recognition & Response**: helps coaches and parents recognize whether an individual is exhibiting/reporting the signs and symptoms of a suspected concussion.
- **Easy First Aide**: An incident & treatment record keeping tool.
- **First Aide**: The official American Red Cross First Aid app puts expert advice for everyday emergencies in your hand. With videos, interactive quizzes and simple step-by-step advice it’s never been easier to know first aid.
- **Pocket First Aid and CPR**: Content is provided by the American Heart Association.
- **Smiling Mind**: Smiling Mind is meditation made easy. A simple tool that helps put a smile on your mind anytime, anywhere and everyday.
- **WebMD**: First aide information (internet connection is not needed).

Goal Setting

- **Habit List**: Build your Dream Team to stay motivated, easily track your progress, get suggestions when you’re stuck, and be a part of a community that helps you be your best self.
- **Loggr**: Loggr instantly transforms your data points into elegant graphs, sliced and diced to reveal trends and provide real life insight.
- **Smart Goals**: Use this app for goal setting.
Human Body

Student Response Systems (Formative Assessments)

- ExitTicket
- Kahoot!
- Plickers
- Socrative

Timers and Scoreboards

- Extimer
- Giant Scoreboard
- Giant Timer
- Interval Timer
- Music Workout
- Scoreboard
- TempoPerfect
- TimerTools
- Webscorer Race Timer

Video Analysis

- BaM Video Delay
- Coach My Video
- Coaches Eye
- Easy Tag
- SmartMotion
- TimeMotion
- Ubersense
- Vidalyze

Whiteboards

- CoachNote
- CoachPad
- Explain Everything
  Interactive
  Whiteboard
- Penultimate
- ShowMe
  Interactive
  Whiteboard
- Whiteboard Lite
Miscellaneous

- **American Red Cross**: A variety of safety apps.
- **Cameo**: Cameo allows you to easily create beautiful short films on your own or with friends.
- **Charity Miles**: free App that enables you to earn corporate sponsorships for charity by walking, running or biking.
- **Congress**: Learn more about your members of Congress, track activity on bills and more.
- **Instant Heart Rate**: Use your phone's camera to find your heart rate.
- **Make Dice**: Create custom dice on your phone/tablet and use for activities.
- **Voxer**: Voxer delivers the best of messaging (live and recorded voice, text, and photos) all in one smartphone app.
- **WordFoto**: turns photos and words into amazing typographic works of art.